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Oktubafest Part 3

WSU Tuba-Euphonium Studio

October 26, 2022
7:30 pm
Kimbrough Concert Hall
Program

Just Breathe for Tuba and Looping Pedal
   John Sipher (b. 1984)
   Monkey Mind
   Xan Perkins, tuba and looping pedal

A Rhino and a Mouse Fall in Love
   Jordan W. George (b. 2000)
   World premiere
   Lilly Peters, flute and Jordan W. George, tuba

10 Better Than Average Duets
   Joseph DeMarsh (b. 1972)
   Dance Mix
   Dark Morning
   Anastasia Golden and Nicole Ehr, tubas

Bugler’s Holiday
   Leroy Anderson (1908-1975)
   Sarah Miller, A.J. Miller, and Chris Dickey, euphoniums
   Mayalisa Bordenkircher, piano

Sonata in F minor for Bassoon and Piano
   Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)
   Andante cantabile
   Allegro
   Zach Simmons, euphonium
   Mayalisa Bordenkircher, piano

Suite for Two
   John Stevens (b. 1951)
   Prelude
   Scherzo
   Song
   Coda
   Tim Schrader and Chris Dickey, tubas

Sonata Breve
   Jack Gallagher (b. 1947)
   Introspectively
   With energy
   Scott Stevison, tuba

Brief Intermission

Alla Rivea del Tebro
   Palestrina (1525-1594)
   Trans. Gary Lee Nelson
   Allegro
   Roger Jones (b. 1944)
   WSU Tuba Choir
   Zach Simmons, Aydyn Sventik, and Logan Terry, euphoniums

Sarah Miller, A.J. Miller, and Chris Dickey, euphoniums
Anastasia Golden, and Nicole Ehr, tubas
Chris Dickey, conductor

... and become Engaged in the Arts at WSU!